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Pro-Concepts Risk Management Application
Provides Real Time Enterprise- Risk Register Reporting with Risk Radar®
Enterprise’s Version 6.1
July 12 2018, Virginia Beach VA
Pro-Concepts (www.ProConceptsLLC.com) announces the exciting release of Risk Radar® Enterprise (RRE) Version 6.1
with customizable real-time Enterprise/Project level risk register reporting. With a new customizable dashboard
interface, every user can tailor their own dashboard, which will provide immediate cueing of organizational risks and
opportunities for their company.
Pro-Concepts’ latest Risk Radar® Enterprise Version is a robust risk management solution which can allow your
organization to integrate, enhance, and streamline a risk management program into your daily workflows. By proactively
engaging all of your organization’s stakeholders, risk and opportunity awareness is improved and a risk-resistant
organizational culture is advanced.
Real-Time Executive Dashboard displays are combined with embedded Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint
reporting and presentation features that will greatly reduce the intensive labor hours previously required to create, edit,
manage, and report on an organization’s risk posture. Now capturing enterprise and project risk registers and presenting
it via Executive Dashboard allows for greater visibility and real-time insight into critical strategic and operational
activities—reducing risk and saving time and money for governmental and commercial organizations.
“Your organization wants to proactively manage and communicate risks. Pro-Concepts offers an intuitive, time-saving,
user-friendly application for managing the risk life cycle, which provides a high return on investment during the first
year,” said Shawn O’Rourke, President of Pro-Concepts, LLC.
Every day new challenges or risks can arise, causing organizations to refocus their activities to compensate. While
refocusing, previously targeted high interest risks can be lost in the corporate noise due to the lack of real-time visibility.
Risk Radar® Enterprise not only provides a real-time visible perspective, but more importantly, encourages risk
awareness and remediation participation--from the corporate board to critical frontline workers.
Risk Radar® Enterprise (RRE) Version 6.1 is the cost effective, intuitive and easy-to-implement solution for regulatory
and certification compliance requirements which require a clear demonstration an organization’s commitment to
enterprise/program risk management. Pro-Concepts is providing a solution for all companies to be pro-active in risk
management.
For more information or a demonstration of the Risk Radar® Enterprise application, organizations may call
(757) 637-0440 x 206 or email RiskRadar@proconceptsllc.com.

Pro-Concepts LLC is a Risk Management Consulting firm supporting government and commercial clients in a variety
of industries. The company advances concepts in risk management and independent risk assessment. Pro-Concepts
is a Service Disabled, Veteran-Owned Small Business and equal opportunity employer and is located at
580 Lynnhaven Parkway, Suite 202, Virginia Beach, VA 23452-7333.

